Overview: Academic leaders have the esteemed honor of leading the educational enterprise of our institutions! And what better way to lead this learning community than by being a learner. Engage with distinguished CAO’s from across ABHE around issues vital to your leadership journey. Sharpen your leadership edge as iron sharpens iron.

7:00 – 8:00   Forum Buffet Breakfast — Regency Foyer
8:00 – 8:15   Welcome & Introductions
8:15 – 9:30   SESSION 1 — CONTINUOUS DISCERNMENT: WHEN TO STAY, WHEN TO GO, AND HOW TO KNOW
Presenter: Meghan Griffin, Provost | Southeastern University
Overview: You're called to serve as your institution’s CAO for this moment in time. Have you ever asked if this is it? Have you arrived? Is this a stop on the road to the presidency? Join a conversation around key leadership trajectory questions that will help you assess alignment with your personal goals and God’s call on your life.

9:30 – 10:15 Refreshment Break — Regency Foyer
10:15 – 11:45 SESSION 2 — THE TRANSFORMATIVE POWER OF BIBLICAL HIGHER EDUCATION: SHAPING HEARTS, MINDS, AND SOCIETY
Presenter: Evan Posey, Executive VP & Provost | Luther Rice College & Seminary
Overview: The people and curriculum we lead ought to reflect our deep passion for providing a transformative education that embodies Anselm of Canterbury’s “fides quaerens intellectum” (faith seeking understanding). On the other hand, we should also be convinced that a well-rounded education entails more than the mere pursuit of truth, it must also shape the person and in turn, the culture.

11:45 – 12:00 A word from our Sponsor — Campus
12:00 – 1:00 Buffet Lunch — Regency Foyer
1:00 – 2:15 SESSION 3 — LEVERAGING AI FOR GOOD IN ACADEMIA
Presenter: Adam Porcella, Provost | Cairn University
Overview: AI is here and is significantly impacting biblical higher education. Learn how to integrate AI into academia in a way that ethically and morally enhances the learning experience. It all begins with effective policy development that provides a framework for AI integration that complements the curriculum.

2:15 – 3:00 Refreshment Break — Regency Foyer
3:00 – 4:15 SESSION 4 — EFFECTIVE BIBLICAL INTEGRATION ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
Presenter: Tom Corman, Provost | Corban University
Overview: Biblical integration across the curriculum has been an historic tenant defining biblical higher education. As programmatic offering has broadened the temptation to marginalize biblical integration (whether intentionally or unintentionally) is a valid threat to the core of biblical higher education. Learn how to maintain effective biblical integration throughout your curriculum without compromising what has defined us for over 100 years.

4:15 – 4:30 Wrap Up
6:00 – 8:30 CONNECTIONS DINNER — Ballroom B/C/D